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Advisory Boards 
 

    Challenges and Opportunities 

     for the Life Science Industry 
 
Advisory Boards are extensively used in the Life Science Industry to leverage the expertise 

of Key Opinion Leaders for product development and optimal go-to-market approaches. But 

more and more often, the modus operandi of Advisory Boards receives critical challenge, 

both from an external and internal perspective. 

 

An often too narrow focus, combined with too little real and continuous cooperation leads to 

demotivation of Advisory Board members and insufficient results & output in relation to the 

necessary high investments for such Advisory Boards. 

 

Such high investments, if not clearly linked to benefits and relevance for Patients, Medical 

Personel and Payers, are leading to a rapidly deteriorating perceiption of Advisory Boards in 

the public domain and scientific community. 
 

This situation creates clear opportunities for Pharma companies to generate Added Value in 

the changing market through professionally facilitated Advisory Boards with high accep-

tance and improved Return on Investment. 

  
 

Advisory Boards: more Value through Added Value 

 

AdBoard-365: Strategic response to the changing Market 
 

The Advisory Board-concept with rigorous orientation towards Scientific Leadership and 

Added Value for Patients, Medics and Payers. 

 

Clear strategies for the Advisory 

Board programme, combined with 

specific objectives re. scientific 

projects, Added Value-programmes, 

product development, communicati-

on and go-to-market concepts crea-

te trustful cooperation and added 

value for Patients, Medics and 

Payers. 
 

From a company perspective the 

AdBoard-365 concept delivers 

clear-cut Return on Investment  

through Scientific Leadership, inten-

sive cooperation with Key Opinion 

Leaders, strong scientific communi-

cation and a competitive market 

presence. 

Thomas Berthold, Ph.D. 

Lifescience Business Consulting  for Biotech  

translating Science into Return on Investment 
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Customer Value & Return on Investment 

AdBoard-365 
Investment & Customer orientation 

More Value through Added Value 

Advisory Boards in the Pharmaceutical Industry have to follow market requirements: only     

Added Value for Customers allow companies to generate Value in return. The concept of        

AdBoard-365 translates the necessary investment into ROI. 

Company 

Persistent cost-containment measures in the 

healthcare systems continue to have their full impact 

on Healthcare companies. „As usual“-investments 

are not affordable anymore. Product Development 

and  Marketing need new and more cost-efficient 

approaches. The AdBoard-365 concept ensures 

that necessary investments into an Advisory Board 

are transmitted into concrete and added value-oriented results. Our 

professional AdBoard Project Management ensures Quality & Re-

source Efficiency. 

Scientific Community 

Opinion Leaders and Scientific Community have 

high expectations towards an Advisory Board. Only 

an Advisory Board programme at high scientific 

level can ensure engaged cooperation and strong 

expert commitment. Advisory Board meetings func-

tion as „Check-in Points“ for a continuous coopera-

tion on projects for optimized Product Development 

and Added Value-initiatives. AdBoard-365 makes you fit for compe-

tition on the best and most important Key Opinion Leaders. 

Patients, Medics and Payers 

A rigorous orientation of an Advisory Board towards 

relevant results for Patients, Medics and Payers crea-

tes and ensures an intensive and continuous coopera-

tion with Experts and Key Opinion Leaders at high 

level. Specific objectives for the Advisory Board 

ensure that the market introduction of a new product 

or a new indication is accompanied and supported 

by added-value educational programmes for medical personel, patients 

and their families, and meaningful scientific & medical information 

and materials. 

 

 

 
Patients Medics Payers 

Improved Medical 

Education for patients 

and their families 

Improved therapeutic 

compliance through 

better knowledge 

Better information re. 

product-handling & 

therapeutic efficacy 

Improved medical 

education & scientific 

publications 

Better health econo-

mic evidence & 

patient outcome data 

Optimized patient 

management and 

system integration 
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www.roi-excellence.com 

Scientific Leadership 
Expectations & Requirements 

More Value through Scientific Leadership 

The claim for Scientific Leadership requires three skills & attitudes: Continuity, Cooperation 

and Communication. Only the combination of high scientific expectations with long-term coope-

ration and professional communication enable Leadership and Value through Advisory Boards. 

Continuity 

The increasing complexity of healthcare markets 

require mid– to long-term cooperation with Experts 

and Key Opinion Leaders, starting at least 18-24  

months before Product Launch. Concrete Strategies 

& Objectives within the AdBoard-365 concept 

steer an integrated programme were AdBoard Mee-

tings serve as „Check-in Points“ für a continuous 

cooperation. This continuity of AdBoard-365 programmes create 

Trust and Commitment from Opinion Leaders and in the scientific & 

public community. 

Cooperation 

Most Opinion Leaders are highly motivated to share 

and contribute their expertise, experience and ideas 

for the development of new products and innovative 

therapeutic options. For these experts cooperation 

means much more than commenting on internal trial-

protocols or „speaker kits“. Intensive cooperation at 

high scientific level requires from Pharma companies focused re-

sources and high competencies for the necessary Project Management 

and cooperation „at eye-level“. We have the competence & experience 

to support you. 

Communication 

Opinion Leaders lead opinions, but in a first step 

they form their own opinion - about you. Professio-

nal Communication with the Advisory Board is 

therefore a critical factor for trustful cooperation and 

successful communication into the Scientific Com-

munity. Therefore, our AdBoard-365 concept 

works with a Multichannel communication approach, to professionally 

support successful cooperation through the integrated use of various 

communication channels and media. 

 

 

 

„We  have 2 Advisory Board meetings 

this year!“ 

 

- and what are you doing the other 363 

days with your Advisory Board? 

„I would like to invite 12 Opinion Leaders 

to the congress in Washingthon, D.C.“ 

 

- why? 

 

„well, these people are very important - 

and we have always done it - 

so do our competitors!“ 

 

 

„We had an Advisory Board Meeting 

6 days ago - 

 

I urgently have to finish the meeting  

minutes this week!“ 

 

- …..? 
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Please call or send a short email, if we have raised your interest and if 

you would like to learn more about our  AdBoard-365 concept.   

 

We will then discuss with you how we 

can support you to plan and implement 

a successful Advisory Board. 

 
Visit also our website: 
 

www.roi-excellence.com 

 

 

 
 

AdBoard-365: 

Value through Added Value 

Competence profile Thomas Berthold, Ph.D. 

• 23 years hands-on experience in Healthcare Industry 

• Leadership and senior management positions in several countries 

(USA, EU, Global) 

• In-depth functional expertise in Marketing & Sales, Product Deve-

lopment (pre-clinical - Launch), Strategic Marketing, Portfolio 

Management, Business Development and Finance 

• Broad experience in various therapeutic areas, e.g Oncology, Psy-

chiatry, Neurology, Nephrology, Diabetes, HIV, Dermatology 

• Founder and Partner of Network Lifescience Consulting, an inter-

national group (EU, USA) of six Lifescience Consultants 

• PhD in Biology 

Professional Advisory Board Management  

We have extensive hands-on experience in the successful implementation and facilitation of Scientific Advisory Boards in various therapeutic 

areas. Our rigorous Project Management and professional communication skills ensure a continuous cooperation at high scientific level,  

supporting innovative Product Development and a highly competitive Market Entry for your New Product or New Indication. 

 

 

AdBoard-365 
Professional Management & Leadership 


